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ABSTRACT

FPGAs have been rapidly adopted for acceleration of Deep Neural

Networks (DNNs) with improved latency and energy efficiency

compared to CPU and GPU-based implementations. High-level syn-

thesis (HLS) is an effective design flow for DNNs due to improved

productivity, debugging, and design space exploration ability. How-

ever, optimizing large neural networks under resource constraints

for FPGAs is still a key challenge. In this paper, we present a series

of effective design techniques for implementing DNNs on FPGAs

with high performance and energy efficiency. These include the

use of configurable DNN IPs, performance and resource model-

ing, resource allocation across DNN layers, and DNN reduction

and re-training. We showcase several design solutions including

Long-term Recurrent Convolution Network (LRCN) for video cap-

tioning, Inception module for FaceNet face recognition, as well as

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) for sound recognition. These

and other similar DNN solutions are ideal implementations to be

deployed in vision or sound based IoT applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been rapid advancement in the qual-

ity of DNNs, and correspondingly rapid adoption of DNN-based

applications including image classification [1], face recognition

[2], video content analysis [3], and language translation [4]. These

applications provide machine cognitive intelligence, but DNNs’

overwhelming computation and memory consumption limit ap-

plicability in real deployments that need to balance energy con-

sumption, resource overhead, and overall performance. FPGAs are

promising candidates to accelerate DNNs due to improved latency

and energy consumption compared to CPU and GPU-based im-

plementations [5] [6]. FPGAs’ high energy efficiency make them

ideal for cognitive intelligence under strict energy limits such as

in Internet of Things (IoT) devices. FPGA design is complex and

time-consuming, but the advent of high level synthesis (HLS) has

significantly reduced design and verification effort [7]. HLS-based

design techniques not only improve the design productivity, but

also improve the ability to implement and explore architecture

optimizations including data quantization, parallelism extraction,

pipelining, unrolling and memory partitioning [8].
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Despite the design exploration advantages of HLS-based design

flows, there are significant challenges in managing computational

complexity, memory consumption and resource allocation. Fur-

thermore, recent trends in state-of-the-art neural networks include

irregular, parallel network structures such as the Inception module

[9] or residual connections instead of simple feed-forward networks.

These new topologies bring additional challenges for FPGA-based

implementations because each layer features different computa-

tional and memory bandwidth demand, and a single complex In-

ception or Residual layer may contain multiple convolutions and

activation functions; with limited FPGA resources, this affects ex-

ploration of layer implementation options, layer resource sharing

and analysis to determine how to best allocate FPGA resources.

In this paper, we present a series of effective design techniques

for mapping machine learning workloads to FPGAs. We first im-

plement network pruning and quantization for reducing the size

of given network with comparable accuracy so that we improve

the resource utilization and feasibility of targeted FPGAs. We then

model the relation between computational demand and latency. To

determine the parameter options, we develop the Resource Alloca-

tion Management (REALM) to analyze resource allocation among

the layers and give theoretical guidance to achieve minimized total

network latency. After that, we apply a parameterized IP infrastruc-

ture that allows instantiation of well-optimized regular network

layers (e.g. convolutional layers, fully-connected layers). This pro-

posed IP also employs fast convolution algorithms to accommodate

branched structures in the emerging neural networks. We then

present several case studies with our design solutions using the

proposed techniques above.

2 RELATEDWORK

A generic IoT workflow is roughly constructed by object sens-

ing, which offers information, both diverge in type and large in

throughput, feeding smart system/device, in ideal case with ubiq-

uitous processing capability [10], the latter triggers and offers a

wide variety of services including decisions and actuations [11]. In

most case the complex machine learning algorithms and models,

such as DNNs, run on the back-end of the workflow, these systems

are also physically separated from the front-end sensors. However,

a clean cut between sensor and processing platform drains com-

munication and computation resource [12]. This limitation asks

for the distribution of intelligence [13], pushing machine learning

tasks to the sensor or sensor nodes at the front-end of the workflow.

In this case, FPGAs’ high energy efficiency makes them prefect

choices to enable cognitive intelligence in IoT devices. Meanwhile,

large FPGAs can be deployed in the cloud for various types of DNN

accelerations.



Figure 1: Distributing AED across the network

FPGA-based DNN implementations have demonstrated their

fast total turn-around time compared to ASICs and low power con-

sumption and fast speed compared to both CPUs and GPUs. The

work presented in [14] explores the design space of loop optimiza-

tions in a CNN implementation to locate the best implementation

point. In [15], an efficient design is presented for all layers of the

CNN, and coupled with a weight quantization method. An overall

implementation is built that delivers state-of-the-art results. An

OpenCL-based design method and an associated design-space ex-

ploration for system-level throughput optimization is carried out

in [16] to produce a CNN implementation. Memory access times

of on-chip logic and off-chip memory are considered in [17] to

achieve comprehensive optimization goals. In [18], a Binary Neu-

ral Network (BNN), a version of CNN with binarized weights, is

implemented on FPGA using HLS [19] and introduces methods to

optimize the layers in a BNN to meet throughput targets. The paper,

[5], exhaustively studies loop optimizations and data movement

patterns in CNN loops to obtain very high throughput and low

latency. In [6], LSTM model compression and an associated accel-

erator design for LSTM are presented and the results surpass CPU

and GPU solutions.

One of the most common organizations of IoT devices is an IoT

sensing network [10], usually made up of widely distributed, sen-

sors nodes, connected to complex machine learning models running

in the cloud. Audio Event Detection [20] has shown promising ca-

pability in security surveillance networks and IoT in general. Many

works [21, 22] in this area distributed their models and embedded

cognitive pre-process capabilities into sensing node or front-end

of the systems. They demonstrate promising potential to the IoT

framework. However, to handle readings from large amount of sen-

sors, pre-filtering, demonstrated by Figure. 1 from [23], is needed.

The pre-filtering mechanism implemented into sensor nodes can ef-

fectively reduce false alarm while minimizing miss detection; most

importantly, it reduces the required communication and computa-

tional load on the network. In terms of mapping machine learning

algorithms into sensor nodes for pre-filtering and other applica-

tions, the limited computational resource and tight energy budget

become obstacles. Therefore, it is important to reduce the DNNs so

they can be fit into smaller FPGAs.

3 DNN DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS

3.1 IP-based Design

In this section, we introduce a flexible HLS IP for designing Con-

volutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) for a range of IP parameterizations. We use instances of this

IP to implement the LRCN [3] and Facenet [2].

Figure 2: (a) The parameterizable HLS IP design and (b) com-

putation in blue, green, and orange blocks carried out by a

single IP

3.1.1 IP for regular DNN layers. The IP-based design methodol-

ogy provides the opportunity to quickly implement a high-quality

FPGA design. In order to leverage its benefits, the proposed HLS

IP covers the most critical and universal operations (multiply-

accumulations) in DNNs. With this parameterized IP, we are able to

efficiently implement DNNs. In the critical loops representing the

regular DNN layers, we moved the loop iterations with minimal

dependency inwards, so that the inner loops in the transformed

source code may be unrolled for maximum parallelization and re-

source utilization. We abstracted this loop structure as an HLS IP,

and use it to construct the network.

As shown in Figure 2(a), the IP consists of Coomultiply-accumulate

units of dimension Cii each. In other words, it represents a two-

dimensional, unrolled, loop tile of multiply-accumulate operations

along one dimension, whereCii andCoo represent the unroll factors
along the two dimensions of the tile. To illustrate this, Algorithm 1

shows the HLS code for a convolutional layer. By increasingCoo , we
can increase the number of operations executed by the HLS IP per

second since there are no dependencies in the Coo dimension. On

the other hand, it doesn’t seem like increasing Cii would linearly

improve the performance of the tile, because the following adder

tree whose depth increases with increasing Cii , thus worsening
the latency. We would like the performance to increase linearly

with Cii as well. Hence we use Vivado’s #pragma HLS PIPELINE

to introduce pipeline stages into the adder tree. The depth of this

pipeline is logarithmic with respect to Cii due to its tree structure.

The latency of using the adder tree is visible only when the tile is

used the first time within the outer loop. Thereafter, the pipeline

stages in the adder will be fully occupied until the completion of

the layer computation. Figure 2(b) helps visualize how a complete

convolutional layer is built using the IP. One blue block and sixteen

green blocks are processed by the IP which generates partial sum

of the orange block (one eighth of the layer’s output). In Figure

2(b), Cii=24 and Coo=16, and this tile is reused 27×27×8×2 times

to obtain all the outputs of the layer.

3.1.2 IP for Inception Module. One Inception module contains

a composition of pooling and 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and 5 × 5 convolutions

in parallel. The diversification of these irregular network structure

creates challenges while using the HLS IP mentioned in section

3.1.1. So, we propose the IP working for the Inception module. This

IP considers hardware-specific optimizations, as well as algorithmic

improvements to accelerate convolution computation. Researchers

[24] exploit the well-known convolution theorem, which states

that convolutions in spatial domain are equivalent in frequency do-

main. Thus, we are able to mathematically reduce the computation
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complexity with FFT-based convolution. More recently, Winograd

minimal-filter based convolution algorithm has been introduced

[25], and it is suitable for small kernel sizes and strides. In our work,

we analyze and explore the properties of both FFT and Winograd-

based convolution algorithms, and bring up a heuristic idea of de-

signing a hybrid accelerator for different convolutions in Inception

module.

3.1.3 Convolution in Frequency Domain. Based on the convo-

lution theorem, spatial convolutions are equivalent to pair-wise

multiplications in the frequency domain. Assume the convolution

input is a L × M × M feature map, and there are K kernels with

size L ×Q ×Q . The spatial convolution’s computation complexity

is then Cspatial = (KLQ2M2). During inference, weights usually

only needs to be loaded once, therefore the FFT for kernels can be

done offline. Thus, the computation complexity for FFT-based con-

volution consists of three parts: 2D FFT for feature map, pair-wise

complex number multiplication, and inverse-FFT for the result. The

overall computation complexity is given by:

Cf f t_conv = LM2loдM2 + KL4M2 + KM2loдM2 (1)

According to the above computation complexity analysis, larger

kernel size leads to more significant speed up. We apply Cooley-

Tukey Radix-2 algorithm as the core of our FFT convolution. The

2D FFT IP is implemented by using multiple parallel 1D FFT cores,

as illustrated in Figure 3. With the 2D FFT IP we then implement

the FFT-based CONV IP. There are three main points to exploit

parallelism. Firstly, for each FFT to a single channel of the input

feature map, we reuse the FFT result to compute all the output chan-

nels. Secondly, in the element-wise multiplication loop, we use HLS

PIPELINE and UNROLL directives, together with manual unrolling

of independent loops, to process multiplications in parallel. Thirdly,

we greatly reduce the number of IFFT calls by executing IFFT after

the summation of all the products. The result is still valid thanks to

the linearity of the inverse FFT.

3.1.4 Winograd Minimal Filtering Algorithm for Convolution.

Another fast convolution is based on the Winograd minimal fil-

tering algorithm[25]. The algorithm can reduce the number of

multiplications. Although this reduction comes with the expense of

additional addition and constant multiplication, they can be imple-

mented as bit-shift in hardware which are much cheaper. The 2D

Winograd algorithm is implemented from nesting the minimal 1D

algorithm. In general, a 2D Winograd algorithm F (m×m, r × r ) can

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Proposed IP

1: for Ci → InChannel , Ci+ = Cii
2: for Co → OutChannel , Co+ = Coo
3: for i → KernelHeiдht , i ++
4: for j → KernelW idth , j ++
5: #pragma HLS dataflow // Loading from Ping-pong buf.
6: Load_Data_Func( );
7: for h → OutHeiдht , h ++
8: forw → OutW idth ,w ++
9: #pragma HLS pipeline // HLS IP starts below
10: for coo → Coo , coo ++ // Output traversal
11: for SelBuf → 1, 2 // Sel. Ping-pong buf.
12: for cii → Cii , cii ++ // Input traversal
13: Out [SelBuf ][Co + coo][h][w ]

+=weiдht [SelBuf ][coo][cii]
×In[SelBuf ][Ci + cii][h + i][w + j]

Figure 3: 2D FFT IP constructed frommultiple 1D FFT cores

Figure 4: Winograd IP with parallelism and data reuse

be represented by the following equations.U = GдGT , V = BTdB,
Y = F (m×m, r ×r ) = AT (U �V )A, where G, B, and A are transform

matrices, generated by Cook-Toom algorithm. F (m ×m, r × r ) con-
sumes 16 multiplications, at the expense of additional 84 operations.

The Winograd IP implementation is illustrated in Figure 4, where

we take advantage of data reuse opportunity and reduce number

of transformations required.

3.1.5 Trade-off study for FFT and Winograd based convolution,

and the Inception IP. Theoretical analysis and previous experiments

[24, 25] have shown that these two algorithms are best suited for

different convolution types. FFT-based method in theory provides

greater speed up when kernel size is larger. This opinion is sup-

ported by Nicolas et al.’s implementation on GPU [24]. On the other

hand, study claims that Winograd algorithm’s improvement on

speed wind down quickly when kernel size becomes larger because

the number of additions and constant multiplications required by

the transformation increases quadratically, offsetting the savings

in the multiplications [25].

In order to find an ideal strategy of using different algorithms,

we carry out design space explorations on FPGA, with the con-

figurations shown in Table 1. One observation is that the kernel

size does not affect FFT’s performance in general because the zero-

padding leads to the input data being the same size. The exploration

result for kernel size 5 × 5 is shown in Figure 5. The baseline is

implemented using a conventional loop-optimization method. In

the figure, orange curve represents Winograd-based convolution’s

speed up against the baseline, and grey curve represents FFT-based

method’s speed up compared to the baseline. We learn that in small

kernels, Winograd’s algorithm dominates the performance. For

larger kernel sizes and large input/output depth, FFT-based con-

volution starts to catch up in speed, and eventually outperforms

Winograd’s method. In the study, We try to keep the same parallel

factor so that different algorithms use similar amount of resource.

We use Vivado HLS to implement a C++ template based recon-

figurable Inception module IP, which includes all the techniques of
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Figure 5: Speed up comparison when kernel size is 5 × 5

optimizations discussed above. The Inception module IP is imple-

mented as a template function, with the cccp (which means the 1 ×
1 CONV), conv3, conv5, and pool sub-functions that represent the
parallel branches in the Inception module. Although there is no data

read/write dependencies between each sub-function, by default, Vi-

vado HLS won’t schedule sub-functions to execute concurrently if

sub-functions read from or write to the same array (even when they

are writing to different location of the array). To solve this problem,

we have to explicitly implement split_input and combine_output
functions to copy the input feature maps to different buffers, and

write to isolated buffers for different sub-functions, and then con-

catenate the result at the end. With the Inception module IP, we are

able to instentiate Inception modules that fit different input/output

and CONV sizes by passing template parameters, and build the face

recognition FaceNet system.

3.2 Performance and resource modeling

The hardware structure of neural network layers is highly con-

figurable, the best structure of each layer considering the resource

and performance varies on different implementation platforms. To

obtain a good structure configuration of each layer for overall per-

formance and resource optimization on FPGAs involves exploring

a huge design space and therefore extremely difficult. We cannot re-

sort to synthesis and RTL simulation to solve this problem because

it is too time consuming. Alternatively, in work [26] we developed

a model based mechanism to accurately and effectively estimate

the performance and resource of different structures of neural net-

work layers (Figure 6a). Leveraging this model, we then developed

a design space exploration framework [27] to decide the structure

of the entire neural network (Figure 6b). We describe each step in

detail in following paragraphs.

3.2.1 Software transformation using Polyhedral model frame-

work. HLS provides a powerful automation from software to hard-

ware. To generate efficient hardware, however, requires a good

Table 1: Design space explorations for FFT and Winograd

based convolutions

Dimensions Sizes evaluated

kernel sizes 3, 5, 7

feature map sizes 6, 12, 24

input/output dimensions 16, 32, 64, 128 (combinations)

(a) Performance and resourcemodel-
ing for each layer

(b) Design space exploration for neu-
ral network

Figure 6: Modeling and design space exploration

mapping of the input software to the hardware architecture. Op-

timizations such as data locality, pipelining and course-grained

parallelism must be considered for improved performance. Au-

tomating these optimizations, however, are very challenging. One

advanced compiler technique name Polyhedral model transfor-

mation has shown great promise in tackling this problem [28]. It

targets a subset of loop structure named affine loops, where the

data- and control-flow can be expressed used affine functions of the

surrounding loop iterations and variable invariants in the program.

Operating on this class, Polyhedral model carries out powerful

transformations to enable automatic data locality and parallelism

extraction via loop tiling, which results in significant improvement

of performance. Neural networks are well suited for polyhedral

model transformation thanks to their regular affine loop based

structures. Therefore, in work [26], we used Polyhedral model to

automatically detect affine regions and perform transformation to

expose tiling and unrolling. One key observation of our modeling

method is the static control flow property of affine programs which

enables the behavior of the program to be essentially captured by

iterating the same computation chunks (tiles), and this precise set

of iterations can be exactly modeled at compile time.

3.2.2 Resource and performance characterization. Since the Poly-

hedral model transformation enables the whole design to be repre-

sented by regular tile structures, at this step, we focus exclusively

on one tile, and construct a detailed performance and resource char-

acterization. To obtain the associated resource and performance

information, one tile is fed into the HLS tool to generate RTL code,

and generate corresponding latency information and resource in-

formation. These results are used to compute the total application

performance and resource. One thing worth noticing is that this

step factors in the underlying implementation platform (e.g, the

selection of FPGA).

3.2.3 SystemC generation and simulation for performance and

resource computation. The previous step generates the information

for one tile. To obtain the performance and resource usage of the

whole design, we need to connect the information of one tile to the

whole design, considering the configuration among different tiles.

To avoid running HLS and RTL simulation for the whole design, we

developed an automatic SystemC code generation framework to

generate SystemC code to capture the structure of the design with

a given configuration. Then a fast and accurate SystemC simulation

is launched with the characterization data obtained in last step as
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annotation, to compute the latency and resource information of the

whole layer.

3.2.4 Analytical modeling to extrapolate the design space. So far,

we can acquire the power and latency associated with a given archi-

tecture. However, the overall design space covers all combination

of the configurations, and it is infeasible to exhaustively iterate

the design space even using SystemC simulation. In work [26] we

recognized relationships between code configuration and the re-

sulting resource and latency can be roughly extrapolated by an

analytical model, we therefore developed following method to ob-

tain this model to describe the design space. First, for each loop

being considered, we indicate the range of the valid iteration tile

sizes, unroll factors and the maximum loop depth for which un-

rolling should be applied. Next, we sample the parameter dimension

with a stride that increases exponentially along each dimension, to

greatly condense the design space in logarithmically order. Third,

for each of the sampled point, we generate the SystemC and run

simulation to collect resource and latency information. Fourth, we

use the sampled points with the resource and latency information

to build the analytical model to extrapolate the design space. For

each point in the space, we use the sampled points to perform a

triangulation based linear interpolation to obtain the latency and

area information. This model estimates the latency and resource

for the each design choice within the design space, hence it outputs

a set of Pareto points with the optimal trade-off between the two.

3.2.5 The design space exploration among different DNN layers.

Step 1 to 4 above provide an effective solution for design space

exploration of one layer. Next, we try to explore the design space

of the whole neural network. Given the Pareto points of imple-

mentation choices for each layer, there is still a challengingly huge

design space to explore to (1) decide the architecture among differ-

ent layers, and (2) select the implementation of each layer given the

constraints of an implementation platform, to achieve overall (near)

optimal performance. In work [27], we developed an automated

tool to solve this problem. The tool first builds a graph-based model

to capture the behavior of the system, which factors in the compu-

tation of each layer and communication between layers. Then the

tool samples N points from the curve of each layer and attaches

them to the graph. Next, the tool formulates an integer linear pro-

gramming (ILP) problem to select one of the sampled points for

each layer for best performance under resource constraints. This

step factors in the different parallelism schemes among different

layers. According to the selected point of each layer, the tool zooms

into the surrounding regions of that point on each curve to form a

new (sub) curve, on which the sampling and ILP process is repeated.

This framework shrinks the design space in a logarithmic manner

and therefore is very efficient.The whole process terminates when

only one point is left for each layer, which forms the final solution.

Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the meth-

ods.We observed that the the latency and area error of the hardware

model (Step 1 to 4) are 3.24% and 2.10% away from the actual Pareto

points with 2091x faster design-space exploration time on average.

We also observed our design space exploration framework (Step 5)

is capable to consider complex designs.

Figure 7: REALM equations

3.3 Efficient resource allocation

With proper configurations of the HLS IPs (mentioned in section

3.1), we can control the resource consumption and the performance

gains on the FPGA implementation. But first, we need a guidelines

for resource allocation per layer to balance the resource overhead

and the overall performance.

Given that the computational demand of layer i is Ci and the

resource consumed by that layer is Ri . An increase in Ri results in a

proportional increase in the tile size of the HLS IP used in building

the layer. Hence a certain quantity of resource allocated to the layer

results in a proportional decrease in the latency of the layer. In

addition, a layer that requires more computations, Ci , will involve
more outer loop iterations involving the HLS IP. A larger Ci hence
results in a higher latency. Combining these two, the latency of the

layer is proportional to Ci/Ri . It is assumed that the designer has

allocated a quantity, Rtotal , of resources to implement the complete

network. Under these conditions, the equations in Figure 7 hold.

Equations (1) and (2) specify the latency and resource calcula-

tions (α is a constant of proportionality). Equations (3), (4) and (5)

find a lower-bound for the latency of the overall network. Equa-

tion (6) lists the condition for the minimum latency. Equation (6) is

hence the essence of REALM (Resource Allocation Management),

which can be used to budget resources among different layers in the

network. Once we obtain the ratio of resource allocation per layer

from REALM, we can set the tile-sizes of the HLS IP appropriately

to reflect this ratio and reach minimum latency. The condition for

minimum latency is different from that of maximum throughput

of a pipelined implementation of the DNNs. By a pipelined imple-

mentation, it will have maximum throughput when all the pipeline

stages (layers) are perfectly load-balanced. In other words, this hap-

pens whenCi/Ri = Cj/Rj or Ri/Rj = Ci/Cj , which doesn’t always

satisfy Equation (4) with equality (though, this is an altogether

more intuitive result).

3.4 Network reduction

Neural Networks are trained on high-performance computing

systems which have high throughput floating-point (FP) units, and

off-chip memory (e.g. GPU clusters). The resultant inference models
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naturally rely on similar system parameters for fast execution (re-

ferred to as “performance” in the sequel; network fidelity measures

are referred to as “accuracy“).

However, IoT devices using FPGAs do not offer the same luxuries

even at the very high-end. There exist works on DNN compression

[29] [6], fixed point approximation [30] and retraining [31] [32] that

reduce the size of the network in terms of the size of the weights

and activations with very little loss of accuracy. Such application-

level engineering can potentially improve performance because

the resultant networks play to the strengths of the underlying

FPGA hardware. For example, Xilinx Ultrascale devices provide

higher computational throughput when using 8-bit arithmetic [33],

and reducing the size of the fully-connected layers can ease the

demands on external memory bandwidth. Hence, these methods

have opened-up new ways to deploy state-of-the-art DNNs on

FPGAs more efficiently than before. At the same time, we can build

further upon these techniques to provide additional tools to the

hardware designer.

In [29] and [6], the parameters for network reduction are set

based on experiments and empirical observations. In [34], only

fixed-point approximations of convolutional networks are consid-

ered. In addition, the optimizations do not consider the underlying

hardware behaviour. Taking cues from these approaches we have

built a network approximation framework that proceeds through

two main steps. In the first step, the network’s weight footprint

is reduced through pruning, clustering and fixed-point quantiza-

tion. This leads to a smaller network which can potentially achieve

higher performance on FPGAs. In the second step, if these modifi-

cations result in a more than tolerable loss of accuracy, the network

is retrained under the constraints imposed in the first step to recap-

ture the loss. This framework depends on a manual specification

of parameters for network reduction. Specifications can be made

for each layer independently resulting in a large parameter space,

and both accuracy and performance of the network can vary in

this space. Naturally, the question arises as to how this space may

be explored efficiently, to provide a point of optimal performance

under an accuracy constraint.

Table 2 (column “Independent”) summarizes an effort to optimize

VGG16 [35] for FPGA. Only three layers and 6 parameters are

considered for tuning. When each parameter is individually set

to the values shown under column “Independent”, in each case,

the network achieves a top-5 accuracy of over 73% for a small set

of 100 examples. However, when all the parameters are applied

simultaneously, the accuracy drops to unacceptable levels. Hence,

not all parameters should be stressed to this extend. Determining

the optimal solution that meets the 73% accuracy constraint will

involve careful considerations of trade-offs between accuracy-loss

and speed-improvement. To make parameter choices automatically,

we believe, a framework must involve not only the DNN inference

models, but also performance models of the approximated DNN

which considers the characteristics of the underlying hardware

platform.

Towards this goal, we are building a design-space explorer on top

of our network reduction framework. The aim is to trade network

accuracy for network performance, under constraints of tolerable

accuracy loss, to achieve higher performance than the original

network. The design-space will include a comprehensive set of

parameters such as fixed-point quantization of weights and acti-

vations, and pruning and clustering of network weights, for each

layer. The explorer will be able to analyze the accuracy and perfor-

mance impact of each of these parameters. The explorer will be able

to treat multiple types of network layers: multi-layer perceptron,

CNNs - with inception units, residual units, Winograd filters and

FFT - and LSTM.

The explorer uses “soft” empirical rules to aid network reduction

(e.g., one such rule maybe that layer pruning and layer clustering

can be independently applied across layers for a range of settings,

without a large drop in accuracy; this rule is similar to observations

in [29]), treating them as guideposts providing an initial direction

for design-space exploration (DSE). A direct employment of such

rules may not provide the best results, as demonstrated in Table

2. In the first phase of DSE, independent exploration is performed

on each dimension of the design space. Compared to an exhaus-

tive search which is exponential in the number of design-space

dimensions, this initial phase is only of linear complexity. The in-

formation gathered in this phase is used, in concordance with the

soft empirical rules mentioned above, to locate a design point that

provides improved performance, but one with likely less than de-

sired accuracy characteristics (e.g., top-5 accuracy). If, in the first

phase, the network’s accuracy is found to be less than ideal, then

in the next phase, it will be further improved, by relaxing the ap-

proximation parameters. This means bit-widths and number of

clusters can increase and the number of weights pruned away can

decrease during this phase. Each such change may or may not result

in a performance reduction of the network. While making these

decisions, the explorer will consider the performance and accuracy

impact of each such change, and make choices that result in no,

or very little performance loss, and high accuracy gains. In the

final phase, the framework will check whether any parameters can

be further relaxed without affecting performance. This provides a

further increase in accuracy, as well as a better chance of making

further gains through retraining. Once this step is completed, a

retraining run is launched, which can potentially recapture any

accuracy tolerated during the DSE phase.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Results on network reduction

To illustrate the operation of our DSE we present some initial re-

sults on small experiments (using 100 examples) on VGG16 in Table

2. Under the column “Independent”, six parameters are tested that

individually provide the desired accuracy, however, when they are

Table 2: Network Reduction : experiments with VGG16

Feature Independent DSE

Value top-5 Value top-5

conv1_1 weight bit-width 4 ≥ 0.73 4 ≥ 0.73

conv1_1 number of clusters 8 ≥ 0.73 off ≥ 0.73

conv1_2 weight bit-width 4 ≥ 0.73 8 ≥0.73
conv1_2 number of clusters 4 ≥ 0.73 4 ≥ 0.73

conv2_1 weight bit-width 4 ≥ 0.73 8 ≥ 0.73

conv2_1 number of clusters 4 ≥ 0.73 4 ≥ 0.73

Simultaneous application 0.04 ≥ 0.73

*the following values hold when not mentioned for all layers: 8-bit

weights, 18-bit MM, 8-bit activations
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applied simultaneously, the accuracy drops precipitously. Hence,

some of the parameters should potentially have less stringent set-

tings. If there is some loss of performance as a result, that loss

should be minimal. We examine the same parameters as tuned

through our DSE framework, as shown under the column “DSE”.

The simultaneous application of the DSE parameters provide the

desired accuracy. Compared to the “Independent” setting, in the

“DSE” setting, the first convolutional layer has clustering turned

off, and the remaining layers have higher weight bit-width. We

can qualitatively reason that the impact of these relaxations on

performance is small. First, the cluster setting does not affect DSP

throughput. Similarly, Xilinx Ultrascale FPGA (for which this case

was targeted), provides the same DSP throughput for all bit-widths

below 8. Thus the computational throughput of the design is not

affected by the differences between the “Independent” and the “DSE”

settings. Second, it is known that conv layers are compute bound

[15]. In addition, turning off clustering for the first layer results in

only one extra bit per weight, and the cluster size isn’t changed for

the other layers, meaning their weight volumes remain the same.

It is fair to argue that the minor increase in the overall weight

footprint (and associated extra memory operations), due to the

differences between the “Independent” and “DSE” columns add

very little delays to the network performance. Thus overall, we

can expect a small, if any, impact on performance due to the DSE

settings compared to the “Independent” column. At the same time,

these settings provide much higher accuracy and potentially better

retrainability. Future experiments will run on larger samples as our

platform becomes more scalable.

4.2 Results on LRCN Implementation

To demonstrate our proposed design techniques, we map a LRCN

(which is implemented using AlexNet [1] for CNN and LSTM [36]

for RNN) into FPGA [37]. We apply the proposed REALM equations

and obtain the ideal allocation of computation resources for layers

in LRCN. We strive to allocate resource to different layers following

the guidance of the REALM scheme. In this case, Xilinx Virtex-

7 VC709 evaluation platform with XC7VX690T FPGA is used for

our design. After synthesis with Vivado HLS 2016.2, placement and

routing are completed subsequently showing resource consumption

in Table 3, and the maximum frequency is 100MHz in our board

level implementation. The performance and power comparisons

are provided in Table 4. For the FPGA version, a power meter was

used to measure the consumption of the entire evaluation board

during the execution of the kernel. For the GPU version, power

was measured using the command nvidia-smi, and for the CPU

Table 3: Resource Consumption

BRAM DSP Flip-flop LUT

1508 3130 321165 316250

51% 87% 37% 73%

Table 4: LRCN Performance Comparison

Freq. Latency Speedup Power Efficiency

Our work 100MHz 0.040s 4.75X 23.6W 0.94J/pic.

NVidia K80 562MHz 0.124s 1.53X 133W 16.49J/pic.

Intel Xeon

E5-2630
2.6GHz 0.19s 1.00X 88W 16.72J/pic.

version, power was measured using a power meter. In summary,

our implementation achieves 3.1X speedup compared to an NVIDIA

K80 and 4.75X speedup compared to an Intel Xeon with 17.5X lower

energy per image.

4.3 Results on FaceNet Implementation

We used the proposed Inception IP with hybrid algorithms to

build FaceNet, which is a face recognition system based onGoogLeNet-

BN. The design was implemented on a Xilinx Ultrascale+ VU9P

device. We implement Winograd F (4 × 4, 3 × 3) in earlier modules

and Winograd F (2× 2, 3× 3) for later modules (where feature maps

are small). We adopt FFT-based for 5 × 5 CONV in inception 3b and

inception 4a because the 5×5 branch becomes critical path after 3×3
branch is well optimized. CONVs in inception 3c and inception 4e

have stride 2, which the fast methods don’t support, so we optimize

them with conventional methods. The resource consumption and

performance are shown in Table 5.

We compare our implementation on FPGA with GPU result. We

use a cutting-edge Pascal-based NVidia GTX 1080 GPU, which has

a 8.9 TFLOPS peak performance. The GPU implmentation is on

Torch, with CUDA 8.0. The single image inference latency is shown

in Table 6.

4.4 Results on sound recognition

We participate in the Hardware Design Contest at Design Au-

tomation Conference (DAC) 2017. The theme of the contest this

year focuses on FPGA for IoT. We present the design of a robust,

low cost, and low power audio system to quickly react to potential

violent events in a public institution setting. Using an array of four

microphones and a Lattice XO3L-6900 FPGA, our design, as pre-

sented in Fig 8, can detect, classify, and locate gunshot, screaming

and affective speech. At the center of the implementation, we have

a classifier conducting frame-wise event detection. A tiny Neural

Network (NN), consists of 3 fully connected layers of 16 neurons,

4 neurons and 1 neuron, has demonstrated accuracy advantage

over a Decision Tree classifier. The system can act as a detection

pre-filtering front-end, similar to that of [23]; or it can function

as a totally stand-alone device, without Ubiquitous cloud resource

backing the system up. We simulate the full system performance

on a subset of Google Audio Set [38], the Receiver Operating Char-

acteristic (ROC) curve is presented in Figure 9. In this figure, we

can see NN offers higher true-positive rate for the same false alarm

rate across the full ROC range when compared to Decision tree.

Table 5: GoogLeNet-BN resource usage on Virtex VU9P

BRAM DSP FF LUT

3067 2041 539422 938159

71% 32% 23% 79%

Table 6: GoogLeNet-BN latency comparison with GPU

Our work NVidia GTX 1080

latency 23.7ms 89ms

Table 7: IoT AED baseline resource usage on Lattice XO3

BRAM DSP PLL LUT

7 0 2 4623

27% None 100% 67%
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Figure 8: Block Diagram for IoT AED system.

Figure 9: IoT AED Classification Accuracy Comparison.

Despite X03L-6900 having no DSP slices, we are able to implement

the tiny NN, through HLS, with roughly 2000 LUTs. The resource

utilization of the baseline system with Decision Tree is presented

in Table 7, respectively. The design provided a small yet effective

answer to the calling of embedding "smartness" into IoT sensor

nodes, with which we were awarded first place in the contest.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a series of design techniques for FPGA-

based implementation in order to meet the extremely high demand

for energy efficiency and high performance. Among these technolo-

gies, we implemented methods for network reduction including

network pruning, weight quantization, and network re-training in

order to adapt the limited resources of IoT devices. We provided

an effective tool for accurately estimating the performance and

resource of different neural networks. It was able to capture the

characters of target DNNs layer by layer based on given hardware

platform. Also, we presented a resource allocation strategy which

drove theoretical guidelines for per-layer resource allocation for

minimum overall latency. To build the whole neural network, the

configurable HLS IPs were designed for providing optimized imple-

mentations of the DNNs layers. Using these proposed techniques,

we implemented the LRCN and the FaceNet on FPGA for video

captioning and face recognition, as well as the LSTM for sound

recognition and demonstrated very promising results.
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